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Core Range           Other Speciality Items

riaplas®

Yellow 3GL-TP Y 54 6 B

Orange 2RL-TP 0 25 6 B

Brown RL-TP Br 27 6 B

Red 2BL-TP R 60 6 B/C

Blue 5RLN-TP B 72 6 B/C

Violet GL-TP B 72 6 B/C

Blue 3GL-TPM B 359 5-6 B/C

Blue DB-TP B 360 5-6 B/C

Shade Light
Fastness

Transfer
Rate

riaplas®

Yellow 8G-TP Y 82 4 B

Yellow 5G-TP Y 64 6-7 B/C

Red GL-TP R 4 6 B

Pink 5B-TP R 364 5-6 C

Violet 2RL-TP V 28 5-6 B/C

Blue G-TP B 14 4 B

Blue 2R-TP B 19 5-6 B/C

Blue 2GN-TP B 60 6-7 C

Green 5B-TP Sol Gr 3 6 B/C

Shade Light
Fastness

Transfer
Rate

riaplas® product range

1. Colour Index Number.   
2. Light fastness at standard depth. (Xenon) 
3.  Transfer Rate.    A – rapid rate of transfer.     B – normal rate of transfer.    C – slow rate of transfer.

Colours represented in this electronic brochure can only act as a guide to the actual shade on polyester.
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reduce your risk
Rialco is a major supplier of sublimation dye powders to the digital and 
analogue ink sector.

With its highly regarded riaplas® brand, Rialco offers global ink manufacturers the 
security of the highest quality, pure disperse dye powders with which to exploit the 
growing opportunities in the digital sublimation ink sector.

Rialco sources its disperse dye raw materials from the very best chemical partners 
and finishes, packs and quality controls its products in the UK to the highest 
standards in the industry.

Each batch of riaplas® dye comes with a comprehensive Certificate of Analysis to 
give the ink maker peace of mind, the guarantee that they are using the best raw 
materials available.
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the benefits of using riaplas®

riaplas® dyes from rialco
      Consistent Quality

      Reduced Iron Content 

      High Purity

      Low Conductivity
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During the process of dye manufacture, it is possible that the dye may 
become contaminated with fine particles of iron.

If these are not removed then significant problems may occur during dispersing and 
milling into an ink. The long term stability may also be compromised. The magnetic 
screening process that Rialco has installed in the UK ensures that every riaplas® 
batch is screened to minimize the traces of iron contaminants.

The sieving also eliminates other potential contaminants such as plastic tie wraps, 
polythene packaging materials and even larger metal objects that may have 
accidentally been present during dye processing.

magnetic screening process
Other Dyes

Typical residue of iron particles removed from 
some dyes without magnetic screening.

Riaplas Dyes

Almost no iron particles in riaplas® dyes 
after magnetic sieving.
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ensuring high purity levels 

Rialco takes quality control very seriously. Each batch is subject to a range 
of analytical techniques before being approved for sale.

A range of spectrophotometry and chromatography methods are employed with 
batch purity particularly assessed using High Pressure Liquid Chromatography 
(HPLC). An Agilent 1260 is our chosen HPLC equipment, giving excellent accuracy 
and reliability of results.

As well as proving an essential quality control tool, it also helps us work with our 
chemical raw materials partners to continually improve the purity of their product.
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HPLC Purity Results - riaplas® Yellow 3GL-TP

Purity 99.6%
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HPLC Purity Results - Chinese quality Y54

Purity 94.3%
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Agilent 1260
Our chosen HPLC equipment provides 
excellent accuracy and reliability of 
results.



maintaining particle size control

Particle size control is a key feature of the riaplas® quality control process, 
ensuring the profiles of our products remain consistent.

We have invested in the latest particle size measuring equipment to provide 
accurate data on particle size profiles.

Each batch of riaplas® dye is screened for particle size using our Malvern 
Mastersizer 3000 laser diffraction measurement equipment.
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the benefits of using riaplas®

typical profiles of key 
products
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riaplas® Orange 2RL-TP
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driving down conductivity

The presence of excessive levels of electrolyte, in the form of soluble 
inorganic salts, can make inks unstable and even damage print heads
over time.

The best way to monitor the presence of such electrolytes is to control the 
conductivity of the wash water when the dyes are rinsed in de-ionised water.

Rialco has develop its own unique test methods to measure, control and drive 
down the level of electrolytes to the lowest levels. Many riaplas® dyes now have 
conductivity levels at almost zero. PAGE SEVEN

Typical test results
riaplas® Yellow 3GL-TP

Batches

4800-1301 2

4800-1302 3

Conductivity (µS)

Other Disperse Yellow 54

Source

China Factory #1 45

China Factory #2 67

Conductivity (µS)

riaplas® Brown RL-TP

Batches

4800-1301 8

4800-1302 11

Conductivity (µS)

Other Disperse Brown 27

Source

China Factory #1 95

Conductivity (µS)
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global logistics and customer 
service

Rialco keeps large stocks of its riaplas® dyes at its UK headquarters in 
Bradford and finished riaplas® dyes are sent to ink makers all over the world.

After magnetic screening and full quality control in the UK, the riaplas® dyes are
packed ready for dispatch from our large warehouse. All pallets are shrink wrapped 
before sending to customers.

Rialco takes its legal and regulatory responsibilities seriously and will complete the 
full registration of its riaplas® dyes before 2018, satisfying the requirements of the 
European REACH Directive.

European REACH Directive

riaplas® is fully compliant, working towards 
satisfying the criteria for full registration.
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the riaplas® guarantee
Rialco takes great care to understand the intricate needs of its 
customers in this complex and fast growing sector.

High quality, consistency and totally reliability, both technically and 
logistically, seem to be the key requirements.

Customers cannot drive for growth in this sector if they are uncertain 
about some of their key raw materials. The Rialco objective has always 
been to go the extra mile to make our customers, the ink makers, lives as 
trouble free as possible.

The fundamental objective is to provide 
the highest quality products and 
continued investment ensures that 
Rialco provides riaplas® products that 
are consistent and superior.

The riaplas® Certificate of Analysis 
represents our seal of approval that the 
team at Rialco has done its very best to 
provide the ink sector with the highest 
quality products that you can buy.
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To find out more about riaplas® or to discuss your specific requirements:

Telephone: (44) 01274 307704  Email: info@rialco.co.uk

Rialco Limited, Bowling Old Lane, Bradford, BD5 7DT, West Yorkshire, United Kingdom
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